HUNTING IN HUNGARY
USEFULL INFORMATION
The order of hunting in Hungary
Hungarian hunting rules and conditions are regulated by the law 1996/LV (laws for the protection of game, game management and hunting; abbreviated to hunting law or VTv
thereafter). The regulations of VTv are in accordance with other laws regulating forestry (law 1996/LIV) and nature conservation (law 1996/LIII) in Hungary.
Hunters always must observe the above mentioned law. Hunters may participate in a hunting event on their own responsibility. They are liable to follow the orders of
the persons who bear the responsibility of the hunting (leader of the hunt, accompanying host hunter).

Foreign Hunters
Hunting is allowed in Hungary to every foreign citizen who is at least 18 years old and every hunter requires a valid Hungarian hunting licence which is issued when the hunting
contract is signed. This means that foreign nationals are only allowed to hunt in Hungary when they are in possession of a hunting licence issued by the Ministry of Agriculture
(FVM) in their name (non EU hunters also need a firearms import licence). Licences are only issued where a valid contract is signed with a hunting agent or organiser. Such a
hunting licence is only issued to a guest when he/she is in possession of a valid hunting licence in his/her home country. The hunting licence, firearms licences (European
Firearms Certificate or firearms import licence) and passport must accompany the hunting guest at all times during hunting. Hunting may only take place in the areas cited in the
contract and for the game listed.

Rules of hunting law in the host country
Hunters must not use their hunting-weapon (or hunting-bow) before they unambiguously recognise the game for that they have the permission to hunt, and before
they assess that their shooting will not violate the health and properties of others around them! All hunting guests are obliged to accept the legally binding rules in the
country of hunting. All these are valid for the judgment of trophies, too. In the case, if the hunting rules are ignored, the organiser is entitled to suspend the hunting without any
claim of recourse. If the guest kills a game during the close season or despite the prohibition of the professional hunter or the organiser of the given hunting or in their presence,
an additional fine has to be paid for the shot. In the case, if the hunter is influenced by alcohol, the hunting can be interrupted or the hunter can be prohibited to shoot. In this
case, the total amount of the accommodation has to be paid.

No guarantee for shot
We not guarantee in principle that the guest really shoots/can shoot the contracted game. We will make all efforts possible to ensure the opportunity for the
hunting guest to shoot the contracted game. In isolated cases, different rules need a written arrangement.

Invoice and conditions of payment of hunting
All game animals shot by you and any services you have used will be listed in the shooting list. By signing this you agree that the list is correct, which is the basis of the invoice.
Missed shots and the reasons for not shooting the species which you have booked are also listed in the hunting report. Any complaint on your part must be written down in the
hunting report, as they will otherwise not be accepted. The price of the trophies is calculated on the weight or mass measured in the hunting area - 24 hours after being cleaned this will be written in the trophy list and signed by both the hunting organiser and the client. These are the weights or masses to be used to calculate the price of the trophy. With
disputes the weight or mass will be decided by the Trophy Assessment Commission and this is binding to both the client and our agency. Payment is to be made either directly to
the representative of B2Sky Travel Hungary. The invoice will be in Euros. Any deposits made will be subtracted from the total amount.

In order to send price-quotation for hunting-trip in Hungary we have to know which type of animal do you chops for hunting,
if you have own guns or do you want to rent it also and for how many hunting days are you planning in Hungary.
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